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FHG3T ~ OF BUFFETING TAIL LOADS
By Allen R. Stokke and William S. Aiken, Jr.
The magnitudes and frequencies of buffeting loads on the horizontal
tail of a fighter-me airplane have been detemineii in flight for
Mach numbers to about 0.80. Conditions of flight under which buffeting
of the horizontal tail occurs have also been determined.
For the test a@l@ne, buffeting of the horizontal tail occurred
simultaneouslywith the attainment of maximum normal force at Mach
numbers below a%out 0.64. Alove this value of Mach nlnnber,buffeting
occurred before the atta~nt of maximum normal force. In the range
tested, Reynolds numler had noa-~reciable effect on the buffeting
boundary determined ti abrupt pull=ups. The buffeting tail-load increment
for constszk dynamic pressure decreased as the fliglrtMach n@er was
increaeed to 0.8. The data indicate that critical conbinatioqs of lIuf–
feting and maneuverm tail.loads that are above the 13mit load and approach
the design load for the horizontal stabilizer may occur in low=altitude,
low-sped flight with rearward cente=f+gravity positions at limit design
acceleration values.
131’’IRODUCTION
A&planes operating at high subsonic Mach numlers have encountered
tail buffeting of sufficient magnitude in maneuvering flight to le
objectionable to pilots and possibly to endanger the airplane structure.
Some previous study has been made of the buffeting problem (see
references 1 to 3); however, little of the available tkta was directly
applicable to the estimation of buffeting tail loads for design purposes.
A preliminary investigation of buffeting tail loads was accordi@LY
proposed as part of a program of aerdynamic-loads research planned on
a high+peed fighter-me airplane. The results of this investigation
are presented herein.
Studies have leen made to detemnine the magnitudes and frequencies
of the buffeting tail loads at several altitudes for Mach numbers to 0.80.
The critical combinations of I@feting and maneuvering tail loads have
leen ascertained by a comprison with the limit-load and desi~load
conditions for the horizontal tail.
.
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SYMBOLS
NACA ~ NO. 1719
dr-plane weight, pounds
wing area, square feet
load factor; airplane normal acceleration at center of
~avity (measured yerpqndicular to thruet line),
g Uuits
~c w--e, pound3 per square foot
horizontal-tail area, square feet
Mach nmiber
airplane normal-force coefficient (nN/@)
.
%alancing tail load, younds ,
.
incremental tail load due to tail buffeting, pounds
pitching+cmm nt coefficient of wing-fuselage conikination
at zero lift
mean aerodynamic chord, feet
distance fram wing-fuselage aerodynamic center to horizontal-
tail center of pressure, feet
distance tiom a&plane center of gravity to wing-fueelage
aerodynamic center, feet
APPARATUS AND!133STS
Airplane .
The horizontal tail, fueelage, and wing of the high~eed fighter-
ty_peairplane used in the investigationwere heavily re~orced In order
to yrovide an extra safe~ margin against failure in the investi~tion
of hffeting loads. A three=view drawing of the test airplane is ehown
Iae figure 1; the pertinent characteristics are given in talle 1.
- Imtrumentation
@act pressure, pressure altitude, and normal acceleration were
measured as functions of time with standard NACA record3ng inetrqnents.
*
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The airspeed head wae mounted on a loam extending 1.2 chords ahead of the
leading edge of the wing near ita right tip, and the NACA airspeed-altitude
recorder was located in the right wing to minimize lag effects. The
airspeed system was calibrated for position error up to a Mach number
of 0.78; this calibration made possible the determination of the flight
Mach prober towithin @.01.
Measurements of the sheer on the horizontal tail were made by
means of wire-resistance strain gages wired in fou+arm %ridges and
attached near the roots of the f’&ontand rear spars on both the left
and right stabilizers. Strah were recorded as a function of time hy
a multiple recording oscillograph employing galvanometerselements of
100-cyclqer-second natural frequency damped about 0.6 of critical
*Q. ~is comb-ti~ of bmping ~d frequency ensured approximately
linear response for the buffeting frequencies eqected. me str~e
installationwas calibrated periodically by applying lmown loads to the
tail of the airplane. The accuracy of the measured lnzffetingtail-load
increment is estimated to he within @OO pounds.
Accelerations at five spanwise locations au the horizontal stabilizer
were measured hy means of Statham electrical accelerometers. The accelep
ometers were placed near the chordtise center of twist at semispan stations
on the left and right stabilizers of shout O, 38, and 72 inches. The
measurements were recorded as a function of lxbe on a multiple recording
oscillograph.
Tests
All tests were made with the airplane in the clean condition. Normal
rated or meximum attainable power was used in 43 of the 49 runs made.
Abrupt stalls were made at pressure altitudes of 10,000, 20,000, and
30,000 feet atllachnumbers from O.21 to 0.63. Ihthese stalls the ak
plane was ptied up abruptly, the degree of ah%ptnesa leing lwted hy
the inertia, control power, and stabili@ of the airplane. A series of
gradual stalls was alSO made in turns at 30,00&foot pressure altitude
at ~ch nunibersfrmn 0.33 to 0.65.
For Mach numbers from o.6k to 0.80, maximum lift coefficientswere
not reached in the pull=ups. In this speed range, the airplane was
ptied up through the buffeting %oundery until a prescribed value of
acceleration was reached. At this point, recove~ from the pull=up was
made. Pull+rps in this speed range were msdq s-what more slowly than
those in the speed range for Mach numbers from O.21 to 0.65.
RESUH5 AND DISCUSSION
8
Three typical load–factor time histories obtained in abrupt pull–
ups are shown in figure 2. Point A in each time history represents the
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petit where buffeting sterted; point B, the point of peak mean load factor; ‘
and petit C, the point where buffeting stopped. Tn figures 2(a) and 2(b)
the first two points coincide; whereas in figure 2(c) the peak mean load
factor occurs titer %uffet@ starts and between points A and C; The
conditions of flight in which luffeting my be encountered have been
determined from data of this me.
‘ry-picalatr~ recoids of buffeting flight me shown in figure 3.
The ordinates are the st-mine at variouE points in the airplane structure;
the a%scissas are the time. Toints A, B, and”C represent the same con-
ditions as in figure 2. Figure 3(a) corresponds to figure 2(a) with
points A and B coincident. Figure-3(b) corresponds to figure 2(c) with
point B, the peak mean load factor, occurring after the start of buffeting
at point A. The btifeting ticrement in tail load may be defined as the
add.itionelvalue of load superposed on that load required to balance the
*lane. This ticrement is indicated in terme of strain-gage deflection
in figure 3(a). The strain at any yoint in the structme at any time is
proportional to the load on the structure at that time. The magnitudes ,
and freqmncfes of the buffeting tail-load increment have been determined.
from data shU_ar to those of figme 3.
Buffeting Boundaries
.
Those values of airplane normal-force coefficieritcorresponding to
the begindng of buffeting, or to pofits A in figure 2, have been plotted
h figure 4(a) as a function of Mach nuni%erfor the pull-ps made in this
.
investigation. The velues of normal-force coefficient decreaee for
Mach numbers increasing from 0.21 to O.k8. The normel-force coefficient
then jncreaees to a seco- yeak at a Mach nwnber of 0.57 after which
it again legins to decrease. As noted previously, in the lower Mach
number range the peak meen load factor occurs simultaneouslywith the
start of buffeting; that is, points A and B ere coincident. (See fig. 2.)
This peak mean load factor correspond to the maximum airplene normal-
force coefficient for the maneuver. The secox peak in the buffet-
bound= curve is characteristic of the variation of the maximum normal-
force coefficientwith Mach nuuiberfor low-drag airfoils. Consideration
of the characteristicsof low-drag airfoils indicates that the secondaq
peak is caused by the broadening of the upyer-eurface low-premmn?e region
which offsets the reduction in the negative pressure peak as the Mach
Lumiberincreaeea. With further Mach number increase, the decrease in
the negative pressure peak more than accounts for the broadening upper-
smface pressure, and the ~ normal-force coefficient again begine
to decrease.
A secondary Wffeting houmlary corresponding to graduel stalls of
the airplane occurred at normal-force coefficients below the maximum
values attainable. Data measured in turns of increasing tightness are
given in figwe 4(b). The trend of these data is the same as that of
the maximum normal-force velues corresponding to abrupt pull+zps. Other
investigation (references 4 end 5) have demonstrated that the madmum
.—— — ._ ——— —.— - —— —–– — .—. _
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lift coefficient depends on the rate of change of angle of attack. It
can thus he inferred that in the lower speed range a family of ‘buffeting
boundaries or maxim~ormal-force lines exists between the boundary for
gradual stalls (correspondingto wind-tunnel measurements) and the
bound- for the absolute maximum normal-force coefficients attainable.
At Mach numbers above 0.64, buffeting beghs before maximti normal
force is reached. (See daehed pert of curve in fig. k(a).) Between the
Mnits defining these two conditions lies a region tiwhich at any point
the airplane is sub~ected to superposed buffeting tail loads. It is
noteworthy that the buffeting loads in this higher speed range have a
different origti than those in the lower speed range. The buffeting at
the lower speeds arises fram the turbulent wake behind a completely
stalled wing, whereas buffeting at the higher speeds arises from the
turbulent wake behind awing partially stalJ_edas a result of compressi–
bility shock.
Within the limits of the data ehown in figure k(a), altitude and
hence Reynolds number have no effect on the maximum normal-force coef-
ficient and the buffeting houndery as detemined in abrupt pull-qs.
‘Theresults of figure k(a) may therefore be presented in terms of acceler-
ation or load factor as functions of altitude and Mach number. The
results of such a conversion have been plotted in figure 5 for pressure
altitudes from sea level to 40,000 feet. As seen in figure 7, at a
pressure altitude of k0,000 feet the airplane is capable of only the
mildest maneuvers and would be subjected to buffeting in level flight
at a Mach number of about 0.79.
Buffeting Tail Loads
Magnitude of buffeting tail loads.- The magnitudes of the buffeting
tail-load increments were determined from time histories, such as are
shown in figure3, by choosing the max~um strain amplitude from each run.
The amplitudes were then converted to half+mplitude resultant loads.
The positive and/or negative tail–load increments qb so detemdned
were converted to buffeting coefficients bY dividing by the dynamic
pressure end the tail area. l%is coefficient was then plotted in figure 6
as a function of Mach ntmiberfor pressure ”altitudesof 10,OOO and
30,000 feet for both abrupt and gradual maneuvers. This method of
~resentation was chosen since the primary variables of stall angle of
attack and dynamic pressure were indirectly taken into account (reference 1)
because the maximum normal+orce coefficient, and hence the stall angle
of attack, is a unique function of Mach number.
Fran figure”6, it msy be seen that the buffeting load coefficient
tends to decrease with Mach number and the scatter of the data appears
about the same for the two test altitudes and the two @pea of maneuvera.
Since the scatter cannot be accounted for by inaccuracies in measurement,
the scatter is believed to
which buffeting tail loads
be due to the fact that the unstable wing flow from
arise is aperiodic. The trend of the coefficient
... —.- —--.—.. .-- —-—.-— .— -
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to decrease with increasing Mach number as shown in figure 6 IS in
qualitative agreement with the conclusions of reference 1 since
inspection of figure 4 shows that the normal-force coefficient, and
thus the stall angle of attack, tends to decrease with increasing
Mach num%er. Of paEmlng interest is the meximurnlmffeting tail-load
increment measured which was %!500 pounds, corresponding to a Mach
number of 0.60, a dynamic pressure of 162 younds per squere foot,
and abuffet’ing load coefficient of 0.376.
In order to extrapolate the results beyond the test conditions,
o
an envelope line has leen drawn through the upper points of the data.
Of the points detemnining this line, only one was at a test altitude
of 10,000 feet. Use of this upper ltmit of the data as a basis for
the estiinationof buffeting tail loads at other altitudes is thus
considered consemative.
Character of loads.– The results of hi-eed wind-tunnel studies
indicate that the frequencies in the wake of a wing extend over a wide
r~e OfWIWS. Anelysif3of the lmffeting data from the present
investigation shows that certain frequencies are selected by the
horizontal tail from the frequencies available. Average mlues of ‘
these frequencieswhich appear more or less concurrently throughout
the speed range of the investigation are listed h table II together
with the nataal frequencies of the pertinent components of the test
airplane as measured by vibration tests. It will be noted that the
four lower frequencies found in the tests ere approximately equal to
the four lower natural frequencies of the airplane structure (that is,
fuselage torsion, ~heni&gj horizontal-tail ~metrical bending).
The relationship betienltifeting-load frequencies as measured and
the natural frequencies of various airplane components has &o Ieen
est,a%lishedh a comparable Mach number range for a reseerch-type alp
plene. The greater 10’EUIamplitudes were found to le associated with the
three lower frequencies. Amplitudes of the other frequencies appeering
were secondarg. With normal rated power, 25 out of 28 cases examined
indicated that the buffeting loads of greatest amplitude on the tail
plane were out of phase from left to right sides. For throttled engine
operation, the 10W3E were in phase from left to right sides in four out
of six cases examined. This fact indicates that engine oyeration is
instrumental in causing the flow to separate on one side of the wing
before it separates on the other. Qualitatively the reaction of-the
tail-fuselage conihinationto the disturbed flow from the wing de~ends
on the wey in which the flow lreaks down. If the flow breaks &cm both
wings simultaneously,or almost so, the tail my vibrate symmetrically
or a few degrees out of phase at its own nat&el frequency In metrical
lending. If, however, the flow breaks first from one @ng and then the
other, tlieempennage should react at its lowest asymmetrical frequency
which is, in this case, the first torsional mode of the fuselage-
sta%ilizer combination.
.
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Estimation of aerodynamic loads.-’ Since the mass distribution of the
horizontal tail is lamwn and the acceleration distribution along the span
has been measured (see section entitled “Wtrmentation”) as a function
of time, the resultant buffeting tail load may be corrected at any thm for
the relieving load due to inertia to oltain the aerodynamic buffeting tail
load. ticremental.aerodynamic buffeting tail loads have leen calculated.
by this methd for a l~ted number of runs and sre shown in figure 7 as
a function of ‘theincremental resultant buffeting tail loads. The results
me for either left or right side as indicated. The data include yoints
with yower off and power on and at two different altitudes. The results
indicate that the inertia of the tail plane relieves the aerodynamic
buffeting increment hy alout 35 percent. It should le noted that the
results we based on inertia loads calculated for frequencies lower than
25 cycles per second. The relievhg effects due to the higher frequencies
cannot be estimated accurately althou@ they are believed to be secandery.
Comparisen of resultant buffeting”tail loads with limit tail load.~
The maximum resultant lmffeting tail-load increment measured of @500 pounds
is less than half the Mmit load of 5570 pounds (that load at which the
structure yields) of the horizontal stabilizer of a standard fighte~~e
airplane (without the rehforcament added to the test airplane). It is
apparent that me~wed buffeting tail loads alone we not of sufficient
magnitude to cause failure; however, combinations of the buffeting tail–
loed increment and the maneuvering tail load may poflsiblyexist that
exceed the Hmit load.
Resultant buffeting tail-load increments and the maneuvering tail
loads for steady curvilinear flight along the buffeting boundary have
been plotted in figme 8 for pressure ~titties from sea level to
40,000 feet. The resultant buffeting tail–load increments shown h
figme ~(a) have been calculated from the envelope line of figure 6. As
was pointed out previously in connection tith figure 6, use of this
envelope line for etiapolation to other altitudes is considered conserva-
tive. The tail loads for steady curvilinear flight shown in figure 8(b)
were calculated from the lmlancing tail-load equation where
The values of C% and d used were estimated from recent results of
tail-load measurements on the test airplane at the same center-of-gravity
position (25.1 percent M.A.C.); the values of n were obtained frcm
figure 5. From figure 8, critical conditions are seen to exist at hi@–
syeed sea-level flight and at medium-speed sea-level flight. Inherent
in the design of q airplane are certain physical limitations which
the pilot must observe. The first of these limitations is a value of
normel acceleration beyond which the pilot must not pass. For this
...— .-. -- ——. - . .. -—.,...—.-——- .. __ . —..-_ ._._
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test airplane with its take-off weight, the limit is 7. 22g. A line
indicating this limit is diawn inloth fi~es 8(a) and 8(b). A second
limitation is one ofm@mum ~ermissible diving syeed. For this airplane,
the true permissible divhg speed is 537 miles per hour. This limit is
also indicated in figures 8(a) and 8(b). The crosshatched area represents
operation beyond these two lhits. “The assumption that the pilot stays
with”inairplane restrictions alters the situation considerably, ti~ch
as the most critical condition is now at sea level at a Mach number
of 0.37 where the maximum sum of the two ccmrponentsis 6800 pounds which
is a%ove the limit load of 5570 pounds. With this conservative method
of extrapolation, conibinationsof the resultant hffeting tail-load
increment and the men.euveriq tail load that ere greater than the llmlt
stabilizer load exist for accelerationsti’thinthe V-n diagram for alti-
tudes near sea level. Without the relieving effect of the tail inertia,
the combination at a Mach nmiber of 0.37 produces an aerodynamic load
of about 9400 younds. Moving the center of gravi~ to its maxtium
Allowable rearwerd position of alout 32 yercent mean aerodynamic chord
adds shout 1700 pounds to the total tail load at a load factor of 7.22g.
This addition to the ccmibinationof resultant Wffeting and maneuvering
tail loads would raise the critical ctiination to shout 8500 pounds which
is above the design or fdlure load of the horizontal stabilizer. Values
of the combination of-buffeting tail load end maneuvering tail load that
are ~eater than the Mmit load exist for operation at ~.22g with the
center of gravity at 32 percent mean aerodynamic chord for aXl altitud&
below about 22,000 feet. It is apparent then that, based on this
consemative extrapolation of the test results, the critical combination
of the lmffeting tail-load increment and maneuvering tail load occurs at
sea level at the lowest speed at which the Mmit design acceleration can
be attained - the center of gravity be= located at its -paximumrearward
position – and that this load is of sufficient magnitude to cause failme
of the horizontal stabilizer.
Scn&ARYOF RESULTS
Pertinent results of the buffeting investigationwhich apply to the
test airplane are sumarized as folMws:
At Mach numbers below about 0.64, buffeting of the horizontal tail
occurred simultaneouslywith the attainment of mexhmm normal force. At
higher Mach numbers, Imffeting occmred before the attainment of maximum
normel force. Re~olds nmiber had no appreciable effect on the maximum
normal-force coefficients and, hence, the buffeting loundary determined
in ahupt pull+ps.
The magnitude of maximum lmffeting tail loads for unit dynami-
pressure values decreased with increasing Mach number. The magnitude
of the b.zffetingincrement itself was not sufficiently great to cause
failure. The relieving effect due to tiertia of the tail plane reduced
the aermlynamic buffeting tail–load increment about 35 percent.
l
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Buffeting frequencies
of frequencies existing in
9
selected by the horizontal tail from the range
the disturbed wing flow corresponded to basic
frequencies of the airplane structure. The luffet@ loads were both
.
mtric~ ~d IMPIII@tiiCel,the buffeting loads being predominantly
~tiic~ in ctiacter during powered flight.
Critical combinations of buffeting and maneuvering tail loads that ere
above the limit load and approach the design load for the horizontal
stabilizer mey occur in lowaltitude, low-speed flight tith rearward centeb
of-gravity positions at l~t design acceleration values.
CONCL~ING REMARKs
4
Further study of the buffeting phenomenon, including tests to
detezmine the effect of altitude and structural frequencies on the
magnitude of buffeting tail loads, is necessary; however, until these
effects have been detemined, the following general trends are believed
to be applicable to airplanes having a conventional (tail behind wing)
configuration:
The magnitude of ~ buffeting tall loads for constent dyaamic–
pressure values may be e~cted to decrease with increasing Mach number,
at least to a I&oh number of 0.8. The criticel conibinationsof buffeting
and maneuvering tail loads will probably recur at low opereking eltitudes
at the lowest sped at which the limit design acceleration can be attained,
the center of gravity being located at its msa3mum rearward position.
The buffeting frequencies selected by the horizontal tail from
the range’of frequencies exist@ in the disturbed whg flow may be
expected to correspond to basic frequencies of the a&plane structure.
The lnzffetingloads my act either symmetricaMy or asymmetrically
depending on the way in which the C1.istwbedflow originate.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronatiics
L=@-ey Field, Vs. , June 4, 1948 ‘
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